
This dental office seems almost spa like. Each dental suite
has a gorgeous garden view through floor to ceiling glass
featuring wildlife, a double trunk intertwined Japanese red
maple, a rare tulip tree plus some of the tallest evergreens in
the city.

Complementing the serene beauty outside is a modern,
inviting patient reception area, including digital educational
games for children, complimentary organic coffee with
spacious, comfortable seating.

Dr.deMan&Dr.Hoediono
Dentistry caters to time
stressed families needing
early morning, evening
and Saturday appointments.
They provide appointment
text reminders, free Wi-Fi,
document printing, and the
convenience of insurance

direct billing. “Kids can come in on Saturday and still do their
after school activities,” says Dr. Harry Hoediono who together
with wife and business partner Dr. Helen de Man have owned
the practice for 25 years.

As well as general dentistry, each dentist has particular
areas of talent. Dr. Hoediono is expert with complex bite
reconstruction. He is a passionate dental professional,
teacher and served as a director and President of the Ontario
Dental Association.

Dr. de Man is renowned for her cosmetic work. In addition,
she is a clinical instructor at the University of Toronto Faculty
of Dentistry, so she is current with the latest technology. Dr.
de Man recently introduced a new CAD/CAM system and lab
which reduces cap and crown procedures from two weeks to
a single day.

As a clinical instructor, Dr. de Man had another advantage.
She was able to identify a top student to be their associate
dentist. Dr. Tim Shigapov, originally from Russia is exceptional
with oral surgery and root canal therapy. “He was the best,
top of his class. He has a really nice way with people and
technically he is just superb,” declares Dr. Hoediono.

Whether it’s crowns, veneers, whitening yellow teeth or
fixing a crooked smile with invisible, removable aligners; de
Man & Hoediono have a wide variety of cosmetic options, both
reversible and permanent.

“We love working with kids, “says Dr. Shigapov. The
dentists, hygienists and staff are adept at dealing with
children, particularly those who struggle with a dental visit.
The offices are fully wheelchair accessible with ample parking
and arrangements can be made for patients in need of

transportation. The dentists take a consultative, educational
approach and encourage family members to participate in the
patient’s treatment options.

The technology at de Man & Hoediono Dentistry empowers
the educational process. Intra oral cameras allow the patient
to see everything before, during and after the work. Their
website has detailed videos of virtually every treatment. For
patient and staff safety, digital X-rays are employed to reduce
exposure to radiation.

Skilled dental professionals, state of the art technology, a
wide range of cosmetic choices, extended hours and good
patient communication are hallmarks of de Man & Hoediono
Dentistry. “We always try to educate our patients to make good
knowledge based decisions. I think that’s more important
now,” concludes Dr. Hoediono.•

www.dent is t ry info.com
519-742-8303D
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“We always try to
educate our patients to
make good knowledge
based decisions. ”
Dr. Hoediono

Above Right:
From Left;
Dr. Harry Hoediono,
Dr. Helen de Man,
Dr. Tim Shigapov

Above Right:
Every dental suite
has a relaxing
garden view.

BUSINESS PROFILE

Advanced Dental Technology in a Relaxed Environment.
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